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Tb« theais 0ntitl«d ** Ttw Eleotronio Spectrft of the Halides of 
Tin and Siliooa " baa twoa divided into four abaptera aod tbe 
abatraeta of tnaaa ebaptara are given belows
Coapter I; Tbe eadaaioii apectrum of Tinmonoohloride*
Stannic obloride vapour baa been excited by uncondenaed transformer diaebar£^ in tbe preaenoe of argon* A new band ayatea baa been obtained in tbe region 6400*4800A* A large auiaber of new bands were obtained in tbe 4000-349OA ajatea wbiob waa known earlier. Tbeae ayatena aa well 
aa tbe another known ayatem in the region M00-2800A were photographed 
in the lat and 2nd orders of a Jarral Aah Ebert aounting aotre grating apeotrograph* Tbe vibrational conatanta obtained for the new 
ayatea and the modified vibrational conatanta of the known system are
Syatea aa-1 «<XiCai-l c«“l «kXeCai**l6400^00A 1 9 3 3 4 2 3 2 * 8 0.9 3 4 7 .4  0 . 74000-3400A 28666 300.8 4.0 353.6 1.2
26580 303.3 3^7 35J.3 1.03400-2800A 33625 432.5 353.6 1.2
31264 432.5 l.fi 354.3 1.0
Chapter lit iilaiaaion apeetrua of tiniaonobromide.
A new band ayatea in the region 6400-5100A bas been obtained by exciting atannic broaide vapour in the preaenoe of argon with an un- 
condeoaed tranaforaer diacbarga. The apeetrua waa photographed on the first order of the 3.4 aetre grating spectrograph, laotopic ahifta due to tin and bx^aiae were obaerved for aoae of the bands.T^e vibHational conatanta derived froa the a analyais of thfta systea 
aresin oa*^t
« 164.1, 247.08,
We “ 0«9 0*48.
Chapter Hit ^.aiasion apeetrua of SiCl.
A new band aystea in the region 6200*4700A has been obtained by 
exciting the ailicon tetrachloride vapour in the presence of argon.
The apeetrua was photographed on Carlaeiaa three priam glass spectro­graph and alao on the 1st order of a 3.4 aetre grating apectrograph.
The band ayatea is analysed and ia anologoua to the new sytems of 
SiCl and SnBr. Further, the band aystea in the region 3200«.2850A repoz*ted by ear ier workers is photographed in the 2nd order of the 
grating spectrograph in which a large number of new bands are obtained. 
The vibrational conatanta of the new systea and the iaproved vibration­al constants of the known systea are in ca^^t ^
Systea ^  ' ^ ’k c  uJtv
6200-A70QA 20900 297.4 1.1 519.4 2.1
J20(«630A 33978.| *.7 53A.4 2.1
ObftPter IV t Th« •leotrociio tera soheao and the stable elotronlo
states of 31F, 31C1» SnCl and SnBr«
Tbe eleetronic tvra seheae of the halides of silioon and tin is 
diseussed* Eleetronio oonfigiirations az*e tentatlTelj assiQOied to tbs 
▼arious observed eleetronio st4tes of SiF, 31C1, SaCl and SnBr* The 
different stable eleetronio states of these molecules are listed 
along with their vibrational eonstants*
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(i)
PHiiJFAaii;
The thesis deals with the euiis^ ion spectra 
of SnClf SnBr and SiCl obtained by exciting the respect­
ive tetra halides in the preaence of argon.
Chapter I concerns with the apectrura of SnCl 
and is divided into four sections. A band system in 
the region 6400*43004, discussed in section A» is recorded 
for the first time and the analysis proposed for this 
system has been well supported by the observed isotopic 
shifts due to chlorine. The band systems discus^ ied in 
sections B cmd C are reported by earlier workers but 
a large niMber of new bands are observed in the present 
experiments, jxb the ground state is involved in both 
these systems, a set of comoon vibrational constants are 
derived from the re-analysBjOB of both these systems.
The absorption data obtained by earlier workers are given 
in liection I) and it is shown that it can also be well 
explained with the help of the ground state constants 
derived in sections B and C.
Chapter II deals with a new band system attri­
buted to SnBr in the region 6400-4800A* The validity 
of the proposed vibrational analysis has been well suppor­
ted by the observed isotopic shifts due to tin and 
bromine.
(ii)
The analysis of a new band system of SiCl 
in the region 6200-4700A and the analysis of the 
known band syst^ in the re^on 3200-2650At taken on 
a hi^er dispersion instrumentj^ ,C^ hereC,l3y deriving 
better vibrational constantal) form the third Chapter.
The probable electronic configurations and 
electronic states inTolted in various systems of SiP, 
SnClf 3nBr €Uid SiCl are discussed in Chapter IV.
ilioat of the work described in the thesis 
has been carried out in the department of Physios, 
Muslim University, iligarn. The spectra with 3.4 meter 
grating spectrograph were photographed with the instru­
ment in the Chemistry division., Atomic Energy Oomrni* 
ssion Boiubay, with the kind permission of Professor 
K. Avundi.
All the work described in the thesis has
been done me under the guidence of Dr. Putcha Venkat*
eswarlu. Department of Physics, Baslim University,
Aligarh. 1 wish to express indebtedness and thsuiks
to Dr. Venkateswarlu for his guidence and encouragement
during the course of the develoiHoent of this work.
Thanks are due to r^of. H.K. Asundi and DrJMX Narasi-
mham for their valuable suggestions durit^ iqy brief
stay at Bombay. I sincerely thank Mr. D. Haioakrishnant#>€for the hospitality shown to me during period of ny stay
A
at Bombay. I am earnestly thanicful to Profasdor P. S.Grill 
for hia kind interest (kiring the course of this work and 
to the U.P* Government Hesearoh Coiaaittee for a researoh 
assistantship during a part of scy stay at Aligarh.
Finally 1 have pleasure to express uy warm thanks to all 
of Biy colleagues and friends for their constant encourage- 
loent and cooperation and to the technical staff of the 
Physics Department for their help durii:^  the development 
of this work.
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CSHAPTiSH 1: Smission Spectrum of Snd
km The band system in the region 6400-4800A:
B* The band svstem in the re^on '''''>34604.??•»»
C. The band system in the region 3400-2800A.
D. The absorption system in the region 2450-2250.
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(SUPTiiiH II: iMssion Spectrum of SnBr
The band system in the re^on 6400-5100A:
CUAPTiilR III: Emission Spectrum of SiCl
A. The band system in the region 6200-4700A.
B. The band system in the region 3200-2850A.
CiiAPT£H IV: The probable electronic configurationand electronic states of Sif, SiCl» SnCl and SnBr*
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The Emission Spectrum of Tin MonoChloride
Stannic chloride Tapour has been excited 1:^ an 
uncondensed traneformsr dischaige in the presence of aison.
A new band system has been obtained in the region 6400-46CX)A. 
A large number of new bands were obtained in the 4000*34501 
system which was known earlier. These systems as well as 
^  another known system in the region 3400-2600A were photo­
graphed in the first and second orders of a Jarrel Ash Sbert 
mountii^ 3,4 meter grating spectrograph. The vibrational 
constants obtained for the new system and the modified Tibra- 
tional constants of the known systems are
I
^stem *5^. cm*^"eCm“^ Ve cm •si^ c^m
6400-4600A • ♦ 19354 232.6 0.9 347.4 0.7
4000-3450 28666 300.8 4.0 353.6 1.2
26560 303.3 3.7 354.3 1.0
3400-2600A 33625 432.5 1.2 353.6 1.2
31264 432.5 1.2 354.3 1.0
9m m m m
Jevons^ axcitad stannic chloride Tapour an 
unoondenoed transformer discharge and recorded (i) two 
groups of discrete bands in the region 39CX)-3400A degraded 
to longer wavelengths (ii) two other groups of bands in the 
region 3400>2800A degraded to snorter wavelengths and (iii) 
two strong continua with the intensity naxima at 5100A and 
2600a. All the four groups of bands iioentioned above have 
also been observed by Ferguson^ by exciting stannic chloride 
vapour in a stream of active nitrogen. Besides the above 
groups of discrete band systems» a group of diffuse bands 
were obtained later Asundi, Karim and Sanuel in the 
region 4800-4550A by exciting Sncl2 vapour in condensed and 
uncondensed transformer discharge and were attributed to 
Sn<$l2 molecule. Fowler^ studied the absorption spectrum of 
Sncl obtained by heating ^dl^ vapour upto 1200^c or 1300^c 
and reported the occurance in absorption of (i) the higher 
frequency groups of the two band systems obtained earlier in 
emission by Jevons and Ferguson in the regions 3900-3400A 
and 3400-2d00A (2) a new band system in the region 2450-2250A 
and (3) two continua in the regions 3500-3000 A and 2500-1900A.
The two groups of bands in the region 3400-2dOOA
i 2 were classified by Jevons as due to a transition from a E.
state to the^ tr ground state of tiie Sncl molecule,the doublet
separation being 2360 cm~^ . The other two groups of bands in
the region 3900-3400A obtained by exciting the Snol4  vapour2in active nitrogen were analysed by Ferguson as due to a 
transition from upper\state to the ssuhb^ tt ground state, 
havii^ a separation of 273.9 onf^ . Even though the 
lower state of these two systeins is one and the sane the 
vibrationcd constants derived from the analysis of these 
two systttos are different.
It was felt that the vibrational constants of 
the ground state could be ioqproved if these systems are 
taken on a spectrograph having higher dispersion and higher 
resolution than those used by earlier workers. Accordingly 
the two systems were photographed in the first and second 
orders of a Jarrel Ash Ebert mounting 3.4 loeter grating 
spectrograph and the results sure discussed in sections 
B and C of this Chapter.
Halogen and mixed halogen molecules, when exci­
ted in the presence of argon are known to develop new 
discrete band systena in the place of continua or diffuse 
groups of bands that one gets by exciting those molecules 
without the presence of a foreign gas. Therefore it was 
felt that similar excitation of Sndl4  in the presence of 
argon might develop new discrete band systems. A band 
syst«Q obtained by this metJiod of excitation is discussed 
in section A of this Chapter.
4Experimental DetaiXa
Snol^ vapour was exoited in presence of argon by 
an uncondenaed transformer discharge. The disohax^e tube 
was 7^ shaped and was made of pyrex glass of 30 cms in ler^th 
and 0.8 cm in diameter. Nickel electrodes were used in 
general but however the band systems obtained were checked 
edso by using alluminium, tungsten and stainless steel 
electrodes. Argon marked spectrally pure was obtained from 
"Farbnerke Hoechst A.Cr. * in one litre glass cylinders. Sncl4  
marked as laboratory reagent obtained from British Drug House 
was used without ai^ further purification.
Little quantities of argon and stannic chloride 
vapour were allowed to pass into the dischsurge tube and the 
mixture was excited with 0.75 K.W. Hilger transformer. It was 
found out that with the increase of the pressure of argon 
the continuum in the visible region goes down in intensity 
and a new discrete band system appears in its place. By 
adjusting the pressures of argon and stannic chloride it is 
possible to decrese the intensity of the continuum and increase 
the intensity of the new band system. The pressure of argon 
or stannic chloride was not measured in the present experiments 
but it was estimated that the pressure of argon was nany 
times higher than its counterpart. It was found out that when 
the new band system was intense, the discharge was bluish red 
in colour and tape-like in shape. Thus the shape and Va9
colour of the discharge acted in a way as a guide for 
mintainir^ the relative pressures of the two gas as for 
obtaining the new system. It was found necessary to cool 
the discharge tube with the help of the table fans arranged 
on either side of the discharge tube to maintain the proper 
condition of the discharge for a longer time. Whenever the 
longer exposures were needed fresh samples of argon and 
stannic chloride were let in at regular intervals after 
punning out the old mixture. It was observed that when the 
new band system developed in good intensity, the intensity 
of the known band systems also increased- The spectrum that 
was obtained with the present experimental conditions consists 
of
1. A new band system in the region 6400-4800A.
2. two groups of bands in the region 4000-SU50A.
3. two groups of bands in the region 3400-2800A.
The band systems 1, 2 and 3 will be discussed in 
sections A, B and G respectively. The absorption band system 
in the region 2450-2250A obtained by Fowler^ will be discussed 
in section D.
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6The new band system in the region 64QQ-4800A.
This baxid system, which developed only when the 
Sndl^ Tapour^ excited in the presence of argon, was first 
photographed on a carlzeiss 3 prism glass spectrograph, the 
dispersion beit^ 15A/m.m at 5400i. jPig. 1 shows the enlarge­
ment of the band systerii taken on the above-mentioned spectro­
graph. The spectrum was later photographed in the 1st order 
of a Jsurrel Ash £bert mounting 3.4 meter grating spectrograph 
with a dispersion of 5A/m.m. The time of exposure needed was 
only 20 minutes as the grating was biased at 5000A in the 
first order, fig.2 shows the enlargement of the band system 
taken on the grating spectrograph.
35The wavelengths and wavenumbers of the Sndl band 
heads measured with a Carl-zeiss Abbe comparator are given 
in table I along with their visually estimated relative inten­
sities. The Deslandefs schaoae for the band systoa is given 
in table II. The intensity distribution according to the 
present analysis is of the form that is expected for a transi­
tion involving the observed H  and ^ ^^ ."values. All the bands 
observed could be well represented by the formula
O -19354 ♦ 231.9W -0.9-346.7+0.7 V"
Ab the error involved in the measurements is 
estimated to be not more than +1.0 cm*^ the lower state ofL’O CrC oJ^
this transition is not likely^the sac» Jower state that is
u m  1
35Sxperinoental data and assignmdnt of SnCl band heads of 6400-4800
systoo.
Wavelen^h
■■
I WaTenumber |
-P inTac i
Aesignment I
Y* . T" 1
0 - C
-1in cm
6398.1 0 15625 0 . 11 0
6305.1 1 15856 1 f 11 0
6264.6 2 15958 0 • 10 +1
6175.2 0 16189 1 f 10 * +1
6136.4 3 16291 0 • 9 40.6
6050.1 1 16524 1 , 9 +1.6
6013.1 4 16626 0 • 8 40.8
5930.9 0 16856 1 » 8 -0.2
5893.9 4 16962 0 , 7 40.4
5850.7 1 17087 2 . 8 41.6
5814.6 0 17193 1 , 7 40.6
5779.3 4 17298 0 # 6 -1.0
5739.1 2 17420 2 , 7 -1.6
5703.1 1 17529 1 f 6 -1.0
5668.3 '4 17637 0 » 5 -1.0
5595.2 1 17868 1 » 5 -1.0
5561.1 5 17977 0 , 4 -1.6
5524.3 2 18097 2 . 5 -1.2
5490.4 10 18209 1 , 4 -0.6
5457.1 7 18320 0 > 3 -0.2
p.9ptd>
WaTelengih 
. in A r
.....
WaTenumber
JASLla cm
rl Assignment 0 - C
5422.3 
5389
5356.5
5323.2
5290.9
5259.6
5227.5
5196.1
5165.1
5134.9
5106.5
5104.5
5075.4
5045.3
5016.3
4968.2
4962.3
4932.4
4878.5
3
0
3
4 
4
1
4
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
18437
18551
18664
18780
18895
19008
19124
19240
19354
19469
19577
19585
19697
19805
19922
20042
20146
20266
20492
Jtl
2
1
0
2
1
0
2
1
0
2
1
4
3 
2
4
3
5
4
5
IXLsm
-1
4
3
2
3
2
1
2
1
0
1
0
2
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
- 1.6
- 0.2
+0.6
-0.4
+0.6
0
+0.4
+1.0
0
+0.8
0
40.6
n.4
+0.8
+0.8
+0.4
+1.0
40.8
+1
9I
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inTolTed in the other two ultraTiolet systeias,' thou^ the 
Tibrational constants are close to one another. This suppo­
sition is also supported by the faxst that no other sub-system 
has been observed either on low or hi^ frequency aide of 
this system which should have been probably obtained if 
the lower state of the new system is the aaiue as the lower 
state of the ultraviolet syst^ ns. None of the electronic 
states involved in this transition could be identified with 
the known electronic states of the Sndl molecule. As the 
intensity of the ultraviolet band systems increased consider­
ably when the present beuid system is well developed it is 
felt that it is likely that the emitter of the present system 
is also Sndl. If the emitter of the present system is the 
Sncl molecule the transition involved may probably be of 
^^-♦Etype, as this system involves only single group of 
bands and as the rotational structure is relatively more 
open than that of the other two known ^stems which very 
likely involve the transition and^ /i-y*7r , However
nothir^ definite can be said about the electronic transition 
involved without carryii^ out the rotational analysis and 
the probability that this system might be due to Sndl^  cannc 
also be ruled out without such an analysis. The bands were
not well resolved to enable any useful rotational analyaif 
to be carried out.
11
iBotooio effect
37 35As the natural abundance ratio of Cl and cl is
35 371:3 each Snell band should hate a correspondir^ Sncl band
with one third of its intensity. The isotopic shifts due to
tin isotopes are expected to be snall^and are therefore not
37observed. The isotopic heads due to Sncl can be seen in
Fig. 1 and Z in which they axe mrked as such. None of the
37band heads attributed to Sncl could go into the vibrational
35scheme of Sncl band heads. The observed isotopic shifts 
are listed in table III along with the corresponding calculatec 
values. The close agreement between the observed and caloulat( 
isotopic displacemnts proves the emitter as Sncl (or ^Cl^} 
and it also proves the correctness of the assignment of vibra­
tional quantum numbers.
* The isotopic shifts for the longer wavelantth bands are sufficiently large but owing to the low intensity they have not been observed.
lABLt: III
Isotopio Uisplacements of 6400 • 4800a system.
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The band ayBt^m in the roKion 400Q-3450A.
The band system in the r ^ o n  3915-3480A 
originally reported by JeTons^ and later worked out \sy 
Ferguson^ on a prism spectrograph exciting the Sncl^
▼apour in a stream of active nitrogen, is now photographed 
on the 1st and 2nd orders of the 3.4 mster grating spectro­
graph by exciting the molecule in presence of surgon. As the 
intensity of the band system increased considerably eici- 
tit^ the molecule in the presence of argon it was possible to 
photograph the system on Kodak B^o plates with the exposure 
times of 15 minutes and 2 hours in the first and second orders 
respectively. The dispersion of this grating spectrograph is 
'5A/m*m in the first order and 2.5i/m.m in the second order.
A large number of new bands were obtained in this method of 
excitation and the spectrum is now extended to the region’ 
4000-3450A. It was also possible to s»asure those bands which 
were masked ON in the plates of earlier workers as there 
Was no trace of QK bands in the present experiment. Fig 3 
and 4 show the enlargements of the band system in the 1st 
and 2nd orders, i l l  the bsinds in general show Q heads and
R heads. The wavelengths and wavenuisbers of the R and Q
36heads of Sncl bfuids measured in the present experiments are 
given in table IT & Y in which Ferguson's data are also include 
for conpirison. As the band heads are very sharp the error in 
the present measurements is estimated to be probably not more
14
35,Sxperimental data and the assignment of SnCl'^band heads in the
region 3950-3700A.
Perguson 
^  Tac^»
T]
:^ air*JLJJ.
r Assi»imonti 0 .
!
Y"
-1in cm
Q 25363 R 25370 3 • & 40.4
Q 25423 R 25431 2 t 5 +0.1
Q 25480 R 25490 1 • 4
+1.3
Q 25529 R 25549 0 • 3 -0.1
Q 25636 R 25646 4 • 6 -0.6
Q 25706 R 25710 3 f 5
+0.3
Q 25768 R 25776 2 • 4 +0.8
Q 25826 R 25835 1 t 3 +1.0
Q 25878 R 25835 0 • 2
+0.6
Q 25878 R 25888 0 t 2 +0.6
Q 25977 R 25984 4 t, 5 +0.3
Q 26050 R 26061* 3 • 4 -1.1
Q 26114 R 26126* 2 • 3 +0.5
H25547
R25647
R25718I
R25989i
R26060.5
R26127
10
*00
00
0
2
02
13
13
0
2
12
12
11
03
14
3941.73040.5
3932.33931.1
3923.53922.0
3916.0 
3912.9
3899.53898.1
3889.2 
388^ 1,4
3879.73878.5
3871.03869.6
3863.23861.7
3863.23861.7
3848.53847.5
3837.73836.1
3828.33826.5
Table IV oonid.
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Ferguson I
Present ExDeriments i Assijouoent ■ 0 • T " -  ■
in cnT^jlair^^*! "5? in cnT^ ▼* * 5
2 3819.7 Q 26173 i O -0.3H261d5.2 4 3817.9 R 26185 f 6
3 3811.6 Q 26228 r\ 40.3R26244.3 4 3809.3 R 26244 0 » 1
Z 3798.2 Q 26321 A A 0H26329.5 * 4 3797.0 R 26329 *it »
1 3787.5 Q 26595 ♦0.4R26405.2 2 3786.1 R 26405 3, • 3
1 3777.9 Q 26462 2 2 +0.2 ^ S26475.3 3 3776.0 R 26476 f
R26537.8 4 3769.2 Q 26523 1 -0.64 3767.2 R 26537 X • 1
4 3761.1 Q 26580 n n 0R26597.9 5 3758.6 R 26609 U t V
0 3748.9 Q 26667 4 3 -1.3K26676 1 3747.6 R 26676 •
0 3738.4 Q 26742 a o -0.9R26754 1 3736.7 R 26754 O f C
0 3728.7 Q 26811 A - 1 . 1R26825 1 3726.8 R 26825 4 t 1
0 3719.9 g 26875 1 •
t
0 -0.9
35.
* These bands can bfi arranged as R heads of ihe min SnCl barn and also as bands.
I These bands measurj^ as H heads of ^ C l ^  bands lay Ferguson identified as SnCl*^ ' bands in the present analysis.
16
mm. I
35^sparimontal data and thd assignment of SnCl band heads in the
region 3650-3450A.
JPeiguson . 
9^^in cm'— as----
ri! I
j*resept gn;iyrii^ lp^ 8 I Assignmeni
T' . T*
i iae j
)
Q 28056 
Q 26131.9 
Q 28198.8 
Q 28315.7 
a 28397.
00
10
10
20
31
42
20
20
10
21
21
10
3651.0 3650.7
3641.93641.6
3633.73633.1
3626.2 3625.6
3606.9 3604.0
3597.5
3589.13588.7
3581.6 3581.0
3574.6
3574.2
3563.23562.8
3553.72553.3
3545.23544.6
3530.7
3520.43520.0
27384
274508 27453
a 27512 R 27517
Q 27569 R 27574
a 27717 R 27739
27789
a 27854 R 27857
Q 27913 R 27917
4 27967 
R 27970
a 28057 R 26060
a 26132 R 28135
Q 28199 R 28204
g 28315
Q 28398 R 28401
\4
3
1
14
3
2
1
0
4
2
0
7,
6
5;
4.
5
4
3
2
5
4
3
1
+1.0
-0.4
-0.4
+0.4
- 1.0
+0.6
+0.2
0
+1
- 0.2
+1.0
+1.2
- 0.2
- 1.8
Tabla V contd.
lY
fergusoQii
tao‘“ ^
'rtt .  I
■^Tao^" 0“ I
Assignment 
▼’ • T-
0 -  c .in cm-i
a 28473.5 28478.6
Q 26544.5 B 26551
Q 28607.5 R 28615.7
a 28665.3 R 28676.1
Q 28741.
20
3 2
43
54
10
3511,03510,4.
3502.43501.5
3494.5 3493.7
3487.43486.2
3478.2
3468.93463.3
3460.0
3452.1
Q 28474 R 28479
Q 28544 R 28551 
§
Q 28819 R 28824
g 28893 
^ 28960
2860828615
2866628676
28742
I2
0
4
3
2
3
2,
1
0
3
2
1
+0.6
-0.4
-0.4
0
-1.4
+1.4
♦0.6
+1.2
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I
IRs
V
I
s
I*15
I
II§
19
I
I
I
I
I
iI
§
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than tl«0 om~^ . It can be seen from this table that a 
large number of new bands have been obtained in the present 
experiments. The Deslandlrs schemes for both the groups 
of bands are shown in tables VI and TII.
All the bands obserTed oould be represented fairly 
well by the fonoulae
2 *3800 group : 9 - 26580 +299.6-3.7353.3'^+1.01?''
3500 group 9  - 28666 +296.8^ '^-4.0’5'-352.4'»'+1.2 T9
The Tibrational constants derived from the present 
analysis are slightly different from those obtained by Ferguson 
the difference being appreciable in the case of 3800A group.
The appreciable difference in the case of the 3800A group is 
probably because the vibrational constants derived Ferguson 
were from the data which include many calculated values of the 
Q heads instead of the direct experimental values.
The calculated and observed isotopic displaceioents 
are recorded in tablesTill and II. The close agreement 
between these values shows the correctness of the vibrational 
analysis. The doublet nature of the ground and upper states 
suggests as was supposed by earlier workers that the emitter 
is very likely the Sncl molecule and the transition is probably 
TT ,the doublet separations of and*iT beir^ 273.9 cuT  ^
and 2360 cm“^ respectively.
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TABMi Till
Isotopic displacements of the bands in the region 3950-3700A
(3800 group)
(Q Heads)
Ferguson
SBCl37
25996
26064.2
26130.7
26237.9
26329
26400
£ sqsi
Assignment
T» , T*
25549
25658
25721
25785
25841
25893
25991
26061
26126
26182
26236
26329
26401
25529
25636
25706
25768
25826
25878
25977
26050
26114
26173
26228
263a
26395
0
4
3 
2 
1 
0
4
»
t
3, • 
2 . 
1 . 
0 . 
4 , 
3 .
3 
6 
5
4
3 
2
5
4
3 
2 
1
4 
3
20
22
15
17
15
15
14
11
12
9
8
8
6
22.2
21.4
18.4 
17.7
16.3 
15.1 
14.4’
12.4 
10.6
9.2 
7.9 
7.5
5.3
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TABLE II
iBotopic displacements of the bands in the region 3650-3450A
(3500a group)
(Q Heads)
Perguson
37
STTTT.I'TrReKRTe
•9 SnCl37 9 SnCl (-P'9) Obs.
28070
28143.
28209.1
28269.7
282J22.8
26403
27478
27436
27594
27808
27874
27928
27983
28072
28144
28210
28269
2832X
28405
28479
28548
28610
28743
28890
28956
27450
27512
27569
27789
27854
27913
27967
28057
28132
28199
28260
28315
28398
28474
28544
28608
28742
28893
28960
3
2
1
3 
2 
1 
0
4
3 
2 
1 
0
4
3 
2 
1
4 
2 
1
6
5
4
5 
4*
3 
2 
5
4
3 
2 
1
4 
3 
2 
1 
3 
1 
0
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24
25
19
20/
15
16 
15 
12 
11 
9 
7 
7 
5 
4 
2 
1
-3
-4
26.9
25
23.4 
20 
18
16.4 
15.1
15.4 
13.
11
9.3
7.8 
8.4^  
6.
3.9 
:2.1 
1
-3.3
-5.7
3376- 3
V
I
• f
\
t«»r
3182.2.
k
2959-6 — h
it
I
3ofc88
M l
f— 0,1
PM: iA 0,0
2953-6
1.0
8^97-0-
A-
336k ^
3254 -
3II2.7
i?~ °"4
O/
S)
d  O
,ssgrifla-j2
The band svsUm in tfae reeion 34(XHgPQA,
JeTons^ recorded this band system in the region
3400-2800A» using a grating speotrograph having a dispersion
of 7 4/nwnu He has stated that he used larger slit widths as
the intensity of this band system wais very poor. The intensity
of this band system has been found to considerably increase in
the present experiments when SnCl4  vapour has been excited in
the presence of argon. The system has been photographed in the
1st and 2nd orders of the Jerrel Ash 3.4 meter spectrograph.
Kodak B2 0 plates were used with the exposure times of 15 minutes
and 2 hours in the 1st and 2nd orders respectively. The enlar-
genents of this system are shown in Figs.5 and 6. It has been
found that all the beuids in this system showed P and Q heads.
Jevons did not observe these double heads probably because of
the large width of the slit he had to use to photograph the
spectrum. A large number of bands which were marked by Jevons
as doubtful are now obtained with good intensity. Also the
bands that were masked 1:^ nitrogen second positive on Jevons
plates could now be measured as the nitrogen was con^letely
absent in the present experiments. The wavelength data of P
35and Q heads of SnCl bands measured from the plates taken on 
the 2nd order of the gratii^ spectrograph are given in tables 
X & II in which Jevons data are also included for comparison. 
The vibrational schemes are shown in tables III and IIII,
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table I
Experimental data and the aBsignmant of Sncl'
region 3405-3070.
35 band heads in the
JeTons 1 Present Assiinimeni y - I T ’ ... ...
■p dtt“  ^Tac r 1 ^Tac Y*^  T- in onf^
29358 1 3405.1 Q 29359 2 • 8 -0.4
29520 01
3386.6
3386.3
P 29519 
Q 29522 -0 » s: -0.5
29612 02 3376.63376.3 P 29607 Q 29610 1 . 6 -0.3
1 24 3366.43366.2 P 29697 Q 29699 2 . 7 ♦1.3
29781 13 3356.83356.6 P 29782 Q 29784 3 • 8 -0.7
29865 24
3347.5
3347.2
P 29864 
Q 29867 0 , 4 +0.2
29951 34 3338.13337.8 P 29948 Q 29951 1 . 5 -0.6
30035 24 3328.63328.2 P 30034 Q 30038 2 • 6 0
30121 3 3318.9 PQ 30122 3 . 7 -1.0
30294 45 3300.03299.6 P 30294 Q 30298 1 • 4 ♦1.1
30379 24 3291.03290.5 P 30377 Q 30380 2 . 5 +0.7
3 3281.6 PQ 30464 3 • 6
30778 56 3271.53271.1 P 30558 Q 30562 0 • 2 +0.6
30641 4 3262.3 PQ 30644 1 • 3 +0.8
30721 24 3254.13253.7 P 30721 Q 30725 2 . 4 +0.4
25
J erons
qbT^laOi
I AssignzoBnt 
tV . T*
“ ■ 0“ TT........... ■
_ in onT^
30809 0 3245.3 PQ 30805 3 t 5 ♦0.4
30909 68 3234.33234.1 P 30908 Q 30912 0 t 1 ♦0.3
30989 4 3225.8 PQ 30991 1 9 2 -0.5
31147 23 3208.83209.6 P 31146 Q 31148 3 » 4 -1.9•
31226 0 3201.4 PQ 31227 4 • 5 -0.5
31262 810 3197.9 3197.6 P 31262 Q 31264 0 f 0 0
31339 68 3190.03189.8 P 31339 Q 31341 1 t 1 -0.8
31416 45 3182.23181.9 P 31416 Q 31419 2 » 2 -0.2
1 3174.1 PQ 31496 3 » . 3 + 0-3
31569 2 3166.4 PQ 31573 4 t 4 ♦0.2
31692 45 3154.73154.3 P 31690 Q 31694 1 f 1 -0.1
31766 2 3146.8 PQ 31769 2 » 1 -0.5
0 3132, PQ 31919 4 • 3 -0.1
32120 34 3112.73112.3 P 32117 Q 3a21 2 f 0 -0.8
3a95 2 3105.3 PQ 32194 3 9 1 0.8
32267 12 3098.33098.5 P 32264 Q 32266 4 9 2 -1.4
32547 ...„.5Q7Iu2L. .a. ? 0 .. ______________
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,35Ezperizoontal data and the assigmodnt of SnCl band heads in the
region 3135-2800A,
J eYons 1 A ss iffn ia e n i -■(yjC-I in cm*^
▼€U5 T* » v" in cnT^
31988 1 313&.4 ^ 31985 1 f 6 ♦1.1
32060 12 3116.53116.7 P 32078 Q 32076 2 t 7 -1.2
32235 12 3101.63101.3 P 32232 Q 32235 0 » 4 -0.4
32328 22 3093.03092.8 P 32322 Q 32324 1 • 5 +0.9
32414 22 3084.53084.4 P 32410 Q 32412 2 t 6 +0.4
32502 3076.13075.9 P 32499 Q 32501 3 f 7 +0.9
32582 3068.83068.6 P 32577 Q 32579 0 • 3 -0.2
32670 34 3060.73060.5 P 32663 Q 32665 1 • 4 +0.4
32756 33 3052.73052.5 P 32748 Q 32751 a S' +0.2
32844 11 3044.53044.2 P 32837 Q 32840 3 » 6 +1.1
32924 67 3036.63036.4 P 32922 Q 32924 0 > 2 -1
33008 35 . 3028.7 3028.5 P 33008 ^ 33010 1 » 3 +0.7
33092 1 3020.9 Q 33093 2 » 4 -0.4
33274 37 3004.83004.6 P 33270 Q 33273 0 » 1 -0.8
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Table XI contd.
Jevons
-P in cm"^ Yac in A.U. *^ Tac^ » cm
AssignmenT IRT
in cm-1
33356
33435
33521
33600
33622
33702
33779
33860
34109
34052
34130
34285
34480
4 2997.2 PQ 33355 1 « 2 -0.1
2 2980.9 PQ 33437 2 • 3 0
2 2982.4 PQ 33520 3 • 4 +1.3
01 2975.52975.3 P 33598 Q 33600 4 t 5 ♦1
60 2973.42973.1 P 33622 Q 33625 0 * 0 0
45. 2966.32966.1 P 33702 Q 33704 1 • 1 +0.1
5 2959.6 PQ 33782 2 f 2 -0.8
7 2959.3 PQ 33862 3 9 3 -0.3
0 2936,7 PQ 34019 5 $ 5 -0.5
46 2935.92935.6 P 34051 Q 34055 i » 0 -0.1
3 2929.0 PQ 34131 2 t 1 -0.6
0 2922.7 P 34205
1 2922.5 . Q 34207 3 » 2 -1.1
01 2916.22915.8 P 34281 Q 34286 4 • 3 +0.8
00 2909.52909.3 P 34360 Q 34362 5 t 4 -0.1
35 2899.52899.3 P 34479 Q 34481 2 • 0 -1.8
28
TaJole XI conid.
Jefons I ABBiAaiiieni i 0-C
^ Tao^» I i.U. T* f T" in cflT^
34556
•
Z4 2893.12892.9 ? 34555 Q 34557 3 f 1 - -0.1
34628 Z3 2887.02886.8 P 34628 Q 34630 4 » 2 -1.0
1 2880.3 PQ 34708 5 f 3 +2.3
0 2858.0 PQ 34979 4 • 1 -0,8
•* 0 2829.6 PQ 35330 
P
4 • 0 -1.0
0 2824.0 Q 35400 5 • 1 -0.3
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I
I
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I
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Isotopic diaplacemants for 3405-3070A group.
J oTons 
SnCl^’'
1:^ 6 3 eni IxperiiQontB
31416
31684
32013
32171
32520
cmrM
^7-
S)' in oaT^
C-9-:?)0b8
29610
29699
29867
29951
30038
30122
30a4
30298
30380
30725
30805
31148
31419
31694
32121
32194
(1 . 6) 
C2 . 7) 
(0 , 4) 
(1 , 5) 
(2 , 6) 
(3 , 7) 
(0 , 3) 
(1 • 4) 
(2 , 5) 
(2 . 4) 
(3 • 5) 
(3 . 4) 
(2 , 2) 
(1 . 0) 
(2 , 0) 
(3 , 1) 
3 , 0
29643
29732
29897
29977
30062
30147
30234
30317
30396
30736
30815
31151
31416
31686
32103
32175
ji
33
33
30
26
24
25 
20 
19 
16 
11 
10
3
-3
-8
-18
-19
33.7
32.7 
28.2
25.8
25.4
24.1
21.1
19.8
17.5
11.6
9.3
3.3 
-2.7 
-6
-17.2
-18.1
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JeTona
SnCl^^head
33799
34042
34464
34532
34684
tablb; XV
Isotopic displacements in 3135-2600A group.
Q heads
35SnCl head
31985 
32076 
32235 
32324 
32412 
32501 
32579 
32665 
32751 
32840 
33010 
33520 
33782 
34055 
34131 
34481 
34557
V fSnCl head
32017
32107
32261
32350
324%
32523
32599
32685
32769
32856
33025
33523
33779
34046
34120
34464
34539
(1 •
(2 .
(0 ,
(1 »
.(2, , 6) 
(3 , 7)
(0
(1
(2
(3
(1
(3
(2
(1
(2
(2
(3
(3
6)
7)
4)
5)
3)
4)
5)
6)
3)
4) 
2) 
0) 
1) 
0) 
1) 
0)
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31
26
26
24
22
20
20
18
16
14
3
-3
-9
-11
-ir
•18
33.6
32.1
28.1
26.7
25.3 
23.9 
21.1
19.8
18.4 
17.1 
12.7
3.3
-2.7
-9.9
-9.9
-17.2
-18.1
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The bands could be represented well witbin the experimental
errors of ■►l.O or + 1.5 cm"^ Iw the fonmlae. - 2
group oC ; ^  -31264 431.3v' -i*2 ^ -353.3 w" ^ 1,
group i 9 «33625 + 431.3t>-1.-352.4 +1.2
The Tibrational constants of the lower state of 
this system are the same as those of the lower state of the 
4000-3400A system. The transition involved as suggested by 
JeTons, is probably  ^^ tt
The observed and calculated isotopic shifts are 
listed in tables XIT & XV It can be seon from
these tables that 30 isotopic components were found in the 
present experiments against 6 components reported earlier.
The agreement between observed and ccdculated shifts supports 
the validity of the vibrational analysis.
The present work on the two bsuid systems 4000-3400A 
and 3400-2800A has not only given probably better vibrational 
constants for the upper states, but also made it possible to 
obtain correct vibrational constants for the comoon lower 
state of these two systems.
The occurance of the two band-systems 4000-3350A 
and 3400-2600A in absorption, as observed hy Fowler, suggests 
that the common lower state of tJiese two systems is also the 
ground state of the molecule.
34
SKCTIQH D
Thg a^^grptjftn in jr^ltti
a450»2250A obUinod bv Fowler.
The data obtained by Fowler^ for the 2450-2250A
Bystem are listed in table XTl. These bands could be well
represented tne fomulae
^  -43656.1 ♦ 392.8'J^ '-1.40^ '^^ -352.41^+U22. ^
-41383.8 ♦ 392.8'?'-1.40'i?'-353.3'i?'+1.0
The Tibrational constants of the lower state are
•IVvL 'bcx.'trw
as those obtained in sectionsB and C for the lower stateA
of the two band systons in emission. These differ only 
slightly from those given by Fowler, The constants of the 
upper state are the sazne as those given by him. This band 
system, as suggested by Fowler, is probably due to a trans­
ition from the^TT ground state of the molecule to an upper
a 1II state, the doublet separation for which is 67.9 cnu
3 5
—  
1"^ Tac in cm*^ Obs-Cal { ObB-Caloaloulatad from Q calculated from Fowlers oonatantsfi tue oonstaatsderired in Sections
42976.1 2 (0 f 3)i -1.8 -0.2
43019.7
#
3 Cl • 3)i -1.8 +1.2
43325.1 5 (0 • l)i ♦1 ♦0.4
41032. 0 (0 • Dii -0.8 -1.3
43675.9 8 (0 • 0)i
41363.8 10 (0 » 0)ii
44066. 10 (1 » 0)i -1.3
41774.4 1 (1 t 0)ii -0.8
44453.1 6 (2 • 0)i -2.8
i The system corresponding to
ii The system corresponding to  ^u  ^  ^^ t* i ^  i
1. f. JoTonss Proo. Roy. Soo. London, ^Q»365, 1926.
2. W.f.C. Ferguson: Physio. Rev. 607, 1928.
3. R.K. Asundi, S.U.liurim and R. Samuel; Proc. Phy. Soo.
 ^ (London)5Q,581,1938.
4. C.A. Fowler Jr., Physic Rot. ^  141, 1942.
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ABSTRACT
A new band system in the region 6400-51CX)A 
has been obtained by exciting the stannic bromide 
Tapour in the presence of axigon with an uncondensed 
transformer discharge. The spectrum was photographed 
on the first order of the 3.4 meter grating spectrograph. 
Isotopic shifts due to tin and bromine were observed for 
some of the bands. The vibrational constants derived 
from the analysis of this system are
* 164.1 cm*^ * 347.08 om*^
tfjgXe « 0.9 cm**^  ^ 0.48cm*^
X
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imaQCggHQN
The emission spectrum of SnBr wsls first
OxA, A
obserted by Howell\Roohester exciting the stannic
brondde Tapour with a high frequency discharge. The
obserTed spectrum consisted of (1) a strong continuum
in the region 6500-4400A, (2) a set of diffuse bands in
the region 4400-3750A (3) another continuum with its
intensity maximum at 3600A. They also obserred another
set of diffuse bands which were thought to be due to
chloride impurity as some of these bands were similar to
2the SnCl bands of 2940A system. Jevons later photogra­
phed the emission spectrum of Snfir on a hi^ dispersion 
spectrograph by exciting the stannic bromide Yapour in 
a heafy current discharge. He reported two discrete band 
systems in the regions 42%-3709A and 3428-3020A and a 
contini^ with the intensity naxlDoum at 2914A» which were 
not reported earlier by Howell and Rochester. The diffuse 
bands reported }ay Howell and Rochester were not observed 
by JeTons. The discrete band system in the region 3428» 
3020A was analysed by Jevons as due to transi­
tion and the other band system in the region 4255-3709A 
was classified as due to transition. The
electronic doublet separation of the common lower 
state is 2467 om“^ and that of the state is 371 cm~^ .
Stannic chloride vapour when ^cited in the 
presence of argon gives a discrete band system in the
I*I
f Sr, 573918
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region nhere only contiru;^  appears when it is excited 
without the presence of argon. The spectrum of SnBr>
€18 discribed earlier, consists of continua sindlar to 
that of SnCl spectrum when ^ r 4  is excited without the 
presence of argon. It was expected that SnBr when exci­
ted in the presence of argon mi^t show up a new band
Olm^(xXx)90*^  ,
system^to xhat of SnCl discussed in Chapter I. Experi­
ments were therefore carried out in this direction and 
the results obtain^ are given in this chapter.
ExBerimental Results
Stannic bromide vapour was excited in the 
presence of argon with an uncondensed transformer dis­
charge. The experimental details are similar to those 
described earlier in the case of SnCl* As the pressure 
of the argon is increased, the continuum in the region 
6500-4400A goes down in intensity and a new discrete 
band system in the region 6400-5100A results. It may 
be mentioned here that the continuum in the region 
6500-4400A will not disappear coiz^ letely but persists 
in the region 5200-4400A. Some of the bands of the new 
system are overlapped by this contini^ k The two discrete 
band systans reported by Jevons also do persist along 
with the continua whose intensity maxima are at 3600A and 
2913A.
The band system was first photographed on the
40
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WaTolength Data for SnBr.
4
4
5 
5 
2
3
4 
3 
3 
1 
2 
3
3 
1
4 
2
10
4 
8
5 
2
Assignment
-j V.> X"-
IWafenumber 
•9 in cmr^ i
0 - C
jzas.
6333.62
6240.64
6149.86 
6061.5
6001.87 
5974.9
5917.25 
5890.a  
5834.32
5808.26 
5779.67 
5753.74 
5727.4. 
5700.23 
5674.4 
5648.92 
5622.79 
5597.52 
5572.28 
5547.17 
5522.16
...SASZtjSZ-
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
2
1
0
2
1
0
2
1
0
2
1
0
»
»
12
11
10
9
9
8
8
7
7
6
7
6
5
6 
5
4
5 
4
3
4 
3
15785
16020
16256
16493.5
16656.8
16732.1
16895.0
16972.6
17135.2 
17^2.1
17297.2
17375.2
17455.1
17538.3
17618.1
17697.6
17779.8
17860.1
17941.1
18022.2 
18104
JJUM
-1
♦0.6
-0.4
-0.8
-0.7
-0.8
-0.8
-1.2
+0.2
-0.4
-0.7
+0.2
-0.3
+0,8
+0.8
+0.6
+0.9
+0.9
+0.2
+0.9
+0.9
iO.8
. .J lA .
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I WaTelet^ih
. 4.U.air
1 ABsignroent j
L  '
i WaYenumber 0 - O' 
in cnT^
2 5473.4 2 t 3 18265.1 ♦0.5
4 5448.61 1 » 2 18348.2 +0.5
2 5424.37 0 t 1 18430.2 +0.6
3 0401.04 2 » 2 18509.8 +0.9
5 5377.05 1 • 1 18592.4 -0.4
3 5363.03 0 t 0 18675.8 0
5 5330.66 2 • 1 18754.2 0
3 5306.91 1 • 0 18838.1 -0.9
2 5285.84 3 $ 1 18913.2 -0.4
1 5261.69 2 9 0 19000 -0.4
0 5241.61 4 • 1 19072 +0.6
2 5217.75 3 f 0 19160 +0.2
1 5175.32 4 • 0 19317.1 -0.5
II
I
§
I
II
I
s  N
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Carl-zeiss 3*prism glass spectrograph. Fig. 1 shows the 
enlargement of the spectrum taken on this spectrograph.
The band system is very strong and the bands are degraded 
to lower frequency side.
«
Afi the appearence of this band system is very 
similar to that of the SnCl band i^8t«a (in the visible 
region) discussed in section A of the earlier chapter, a 
juita-r-jposed spectrum with SnCl was taJcen on the prism 
spectrograph whose enlargement is shown in Fig.2S. It 
can be seen from this that some of the SnCl intense bands 
do appear but with mch reduced intensity in the spectrum 
of aiBr, probably because of the chloride impurity in the 
sample of stannic bromide.
The spectrum was later photographed on the first 
order of the 3,4 meter grating spectrograph whose disper­
sion is 5Vn>.m. Ilford panchromatic plates were used and 
only 10 minutes exposure was found to be sufficient to 
record the spectrum. The enlargement of this system is 
shown in Fig.3^. SnCl bands appearing as due to chloride 
in$urity are marked as such in Fig.3 S .  The wavelengths 
and wavenumbera measured from the plates taken on the gra­
ting spectrograph are recorded in table I. The error in 
the measurements mi^t be ncm*^« Deslanders scheme is 
shown in table II. The bands observed could be fairly 
well represented by the equation* ^
-0 * 18675 + 163.3
44
This band system is analogous to the new band 
system of SnCl discussed in Chapter !•
45
Tin has
abundance ratio
- 1 ,0 1
- 0 . 6 8
- 0.35
sn^6 -14.28
- 7.67
Out of
Sn^^, Sn^^® and
-23.84
Sn^^ - 8.68
Sn^20 -32.75
Sn^ 22 - 4.74
Sn^^ « 6.01
\/
 these ten isotopes the com^nents due to 
are expected to be favourable for 
observation*
79 81The two bromine isotopes Br and Br have the 
natural abundance ratio 50.6:49.4. So in the full spect­
rum of SnBr we should expect six components corresponding 
to sn^ 2 0 3 ,8 1  ^ 3 ^ 1 2 0 3^7 9, g„U8  3 8^ 1  ^ 3 ^ 1 1 8 3^7 9, g„U6
04 llfi 7QBr and Sn Br • The coioponents due to the last 
mentioned two isotopic species are expected to be much 
weaker than the other and they are observed in a very few 
bands. One can see from Fig.5ffi that the band heads which 
are sharp near the origin of the system will gradually 
become diffuse as one goes to lor^er wavelengths and 
finally show the different expected components of the
«
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isotopic species well resolyed from one another. The 
obserted and calculated isotopic shifts are listed in 
table III and the close agreement of these indicates 
the probable correctness of the vibrational assignment.
48
1. H.G. Howell and Gr.D. Hochestar; Proo. UniT. Durham Phil.
Soo.2, 126, 1934.
Z, i. JeTons and L.i«Ba8hford; Proc. Phy. Soo. (London,}
42, 554, 1937.
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A new band system in the region 6200-47001 has 
been obtained by exciting the silicon tetrachloride vapour 
in the presence of axigon with an uncondensed transformer 
discharge. The spectrum was photograi^ed on a carl-zeiss 
3-prism glass spectrograph and also on the first order of 
a 3.4 meter grating spectrograph. The band system is 
analysed and it is analogs to the new systems of 3nCl and 
SnBr. Further the band syston in the region 3200-2850A 
reported by earlier workers is photographed in the second 
order of the grating spectrograph in which a large number 
of new bands are obtained. The Yibrational constants of 
the new system and the improved vibrational constants of 
the known systems are '
^stem (ccT^^‘^«Vcm"^ ; «e
6200-4700A . ; 20900 29V. 4- 1.1 519.4 2.1
3200-28SOA 33978.3
34184.5 707.8. 4.7 534.4 2.1
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In an induction coil discharge through the 
flowing Tapour of SiCl^ , Jevone^ has found discrete 
bands in the regions 3085-2770A and 2602-2331A and two 
regions of continuous emission between 6300*5300A and 24800-3100A. But however no analysis was proposed. Oatta
later photographed the discrete bands in the region
31CX)-2770A on a Hilger El quartz spectrograph by exciting
the SiCl^ vapour in an uncondensed transformer discharge
and analysed the same as due to a transition from a.
upper state to a^fT lower state, the Blectronic separation 
•1 3being 208,1 cm • Jevons again excited the SiCl4  vapour 
in an uncondensed trsuisfornier discharge and photographed 
the spectrum in the region 3100-2250A on a spectrograph 
similar to that q{  which Oatta has used. He confirmed 
Datta^ analysis for the band system in the region 3100- 
2770A and analysed the remaining bands in the region 
2600-2200A into two systems having the same^TT lower 
state. He analysed the bands in the region 2600-2350A 
as due to a transition and those in the region
2350-2200A as due .
There are a few bands in the region 2630-2770A 
whose appeaurence is different from that of the bands in 
the region 3100-2850A* Three of them were included into 
the 3100-2770A system as (2,0), (2,0) and (3,0) while the
51
4remaining bands were left unanalysed. Garg photographed 
these bands on a Hilger msdiuffl queirts spectrograph and 
analysed all the bands in the region 2830-2770A as belong 
ing to a separate system due to a t r a n s i t i o n ^ •
3,The Z upper state of the band system in the region 
2830-2770A is thus taken to be different from the 
upper state of the bands in the region 3100«2830A.
The object of the present investigation is to 
excite SiCl^ vapour in the presence of argon so as to 
find out a band system analogs to the systems that were 
obtained in cases of SnCl auid SnBr. The new expected 
band system obtained by this msthod of excitation is 
discussed in section A of this chapter.
The band system in the region 3100-2850A has 
been found in the present experiment to extend over the 
region 3200-2850A. This system has been then photographed 
on the grating spectrograph and the results obtained are 
discussed in section B.
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The silicon tetrachloride vapour, obtained from 
British Drug House, was excited in the presence of argon 
with an uncondensed transformer discharge. The experi­
mental arrangement is similar to that described in Chapter
I. As the pressure of argon increases the contini^ in the 
region 6300-5300A goes down in intensity and a new dis­
crete band system appears in its place. By adjustir^ the 
pressures of azgon and SiCl^ it was possible to eliminate 
the continu^ con5>letely and obtaini€ the new band system. 
However the continuum in the region 4800-3100 still per­
sists along with the known ultvaviolet band systems. The 
spectrum resulted in this method of excitation is a weak 
one and the bands are degraded towards longer wavelengths. 
The carl-zeiss 3-prism glass spectrograph «as used to pho­
tograph this system. The spectrum was also photographed 
in the first order of the 3.4 meter grating spectrograph 
but only intense bands could be recorded in a 3 hour 
exposure on Ilford H*p3 plates. The enlargement of this 
band system is shown in Fig. 1.
IShile the intense bands were measured with the 
plates taken on the grating spectrograph, less intense 
bands were measured from the plates taken on 3-prism 
spectrograph. The errors involved in the measurements
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Table I contd.
1 ^air Assignoient 
■II X-.T"
Tac
0
4
2
Z
i
1
0
4 
2 
2
5 
2 
1
3 
1 
0
4 
2 
2 
4 
2 
0 
2 
0 
1
5448.1
5443.3
5416.5
5390.2
5357.2
5331.1
5307.5
5299.4
5274.7
5250.3 
5a7t7
5194.4
5172.9
5162.2
5139.0
5117.5
5083.7
5062.9
5044.1
5030.5
5009.6
4990.1
4956.4
4938.2
4919.8
5
0
2
4 
1
3
5 
0 
2
4 
1
3
5 
0 
Z
4 
1
3
5 
0 
2
4 
1 
3
5
-1 0 - C
8
5
6 
7
5
6 
7
4
5
6
4
5
6
3
4
5
3
4
5 
2
3
4 
2
3
4
18350
18366
18457
18547
18661*
18753*
18836
18860*
18953
19041*
19160*
19246
19326
19366
19454
19536
19666*
19746
19820*
19873*
19956*
20034
30170
20245
20320
+ .6 
♦ .6 
-2.4 
-2.4 
-0.8 
♦1.4 
-0.4 
0
-1.8
♦1.0
-0.2
♦0.4
-0.4
-2.4
♦0.8
♦0.8
♦2.4
♦2.0
- 0.6
-1.4
♦0.4
♦1.4
♦0.4
-1.4
♦0.8
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3 
2 
1
4
4 
2
5 
2 
1 
3 
0
4904.2 
4885.6 
4868«4
4834.2 
4817.0 
4601.4
4783.3 
4766.2
4750.8 
4716, 7
4700.9
Assignment
0 • 
2 .
4 , 
1 .
3 ,
5 • 
0 , 
2, ,
4 • 
1 . 
3 •
1
2
3
1
2
3
0
1
2
0
1
▼ac .
in
20386
20463
20535
2068(f
2075^
20821
20900^
20975
21043
21195
21267
-0*4
♦0.8
0
-1.4
+0.6
-0.4
- 0.6
+0.6
+1.0
-0.8
+2.6
* Measured from the plates taken on the grating spectn^aph.
II
I
I
 ^b. 
r
I 
I
I
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are estimted to be ^  cnT^ for those bands measured with 
the plates taken on the prism spectrograph and +1 <anr^  
for those bands measured with plates taken on the grating 
spectrograph.
Table 1 contains the wavelee^ths and warenumbers 
of the SiCl^ bandk heads taken from the averse of three 
individual measuremsnts. The vibrational scheme is shown 
in table 11. The bands observed could be well represented 
by the equation
20900.6 296.3V*-1.1 *19'^ -517.3V+2.1^" .
Neither of the states involved in this transition could 
be identified with any of the known states of the SiCl 
flwlecule. But by the analogy with the SnCl and SnBr 
systems obtained }ay similar method^excitation, discussed 
in CSiapters I and II, it may be said that the transition 
is probably
58
liBiii; III
Isotopic displacements in 6200- 4700A ^stsm of SiCl.
3^ of SiCl37
JjLJag
16466
17237
17425
17713
17812
17909
18003
18097
18196
18289
18395
18486
18777
18890
19063
19180
19257
19385
19553
19760
20392
-1
^of SiCl 
-1
16416 
17191 
17384 
17676 
17776 
17872 
17968 
18062 
18166 
18298 
18366 
18457 
18753 
13865 
19041 
19160 
1924^ 
19366 
19535 
19746 
20385
35
• T-
0
1
0
1
3 
0 
2
4 
1 
3 
0 
2
3 
0
4 
1
3 
0
4 
0 
0
9
t
•
t
f
f
•
t
>
9
f
9
.1
9
9
7
7
8 
6
7
8 
6 
7
5
6 
6 
4 
6
4
5 
3 
5 
2 
1
Obs
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46
41
37
36
37 
35 
35
30
31 
29 
29
24
25 
22 
20 
21 
19 
18 
14
7
(S)'- 15 ) cal
50.8
47.3
40.9
37.3
35.8
33.2
34.0 
32-7 
31.7
30.9
30.4 
28r3
25.1
24.9 
22.0 
a.4
20.3
19.2
17.2
13.4 
7.4
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It is known that siticon has three isotopio
28 29 30 *species. Si t Si and Si , whose natural abundance
ratio is 92*:5.5. The bands corresponding to the isotopio 
29 30species Si and Si will naturally be very weak and were
not observed in the present experiments. Chlorine has two 
35 37isotopes Cl and Cl whose natural abundance ratio is 3:1.
Therefore the intensities of the bands corresponding to the
28 36more abundant molecule Si Cl should have its isotopic
28 37component corresponding to Si d  with one third of its 
intensity. The measured and calculated shifts are listed 
in table III and the close agreement between the two suggests 
the correctness of the vibrational analysis.
3U7.35-
If
« w
1!rn
t
S
•»
i
30^0.37
0.3
0^2
2S9 6.29
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Exciting the SiCl^ Tapour in the presenoe of
argon the band system in the region 3100-2850 reported
by earlier workers, has been photographed on the second
order of the 3.4 meter grating spectrograph. Kodak B20  
plates were exposed for 30 minutes and found to be satis­
factory. Fig. 2 shows the enlargement of the system. 45 
bands were msasured against 18 bands reported by earlier 
workers. The band system has been^&^gE^ to extend oyer 
the region 3200«28SOA. The bands are degraded to shorter 
waTelength side €uid in general have shown j^ tiesds and 
Q heads.
28The wavelengths and wavenunbers of the Si Ci
& band heads are tabulated in table I?. The wave­
length data given Jevons and Datta are also included 
for comparison. The Dfslandws sdieme of this ^stem 
is shown in table :?• All the observed bands could be 
well represented by the equation
. 34184.5 . , 2 , ,2-
O * + 703.lw-4.7i5'-532.3^ *»- 2.1'^33978.3
♦
As more number of bands are obtained in the 
present experiments than those obtained l]y earlier workers 
and as the band system is photographed on a spectrograph
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TABLE IV
j Jovons 1 'j , __ -I ^
%ac^° ^Tac^° °m-^  ^ ^ ^ °°-~1 ?n~
1 0 , 6
0 2 , 8
0 1 , 7
0 0 , 5
2 1 , 6
2 0 , 5
3 2 , 7
1 0 , 4  
2 2 , 7
32064.4 2 1 , 5
3219.37 31053 0
Ql 3218.66 31058
?2 3218.05 31066 -0.3
02 3217.58 31070.4
3200.1 31240 -1.7
Ql, 3199.64 31244.5
Pg 3198.26 31258 -0.7
02 - —
Pi 3197.23 31368.1 -1.2
Ql
P^ 3167.95 31557.1 -0.7
Ql 3167.50 31561.5
?2 3166.05 31576. ♦0.5
O2 3165.53 31581.5
Pi 3149.59 31741 -1.5
Oi 3149.09 31746
?2 3147.17 31765.4 +0.7
3146.63 31770.8
P^ 3136.06 31881.8 +0.9
3135.30 31885.7
Pg 5129.18 31948 +0.9
Qe - —
P^ 3117.63 32066.4 -0.4
3117.14 32071.4
0labjg ly .so,ntg.
cm-1
32399.2
32609.5
32921.9
32929.8
Jevon
52068,7
32074.2
32399.1
32404.2
32577.1
32585.4
32608.8
52765.3 
32790.5
32922.3 
32926.2
;:r
2 0 , 4
3 2 , 6
3 1 , 5
4 0 , 3
4 3 , 7
0 2 , 6
5 1 , 4
5 0 , 3
5 2 , 5
4 1 , 4
7 0 , 2
5 2 , 5
?Z 3115.49 32083.4 -0.5
0^2 3115.08 32092.6
?X 3100.16 32247.1 - -0.4
3099.68 32247.1 -0.4
?2 3097.66 32273.1 -0.8
3097.28 32277
3085.51 32399.1
Qj^ 3085.09 32404.6
Pi 3083.68 32419.4
3083.74 32422
Pg 3080.37 32454.2 ♦0.5
Qg 3080.03 32458
3068.45 32580.3 -0.4
3067.96 32585.5
?2 3066.07 32605.6 -0.9
3065.75 32609
P^ 3051.93 32756.7 0
3051.42 32761.7
?2 3049.19 32786.1 -1.2
02 3048.83 32790
Pi 3036.66 32921.5 -0.5
3036.14 32927
P2 3032.91 32962.1 -0.8
Q2 3032.43 32967.3
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Daiia. iJeton
in om.-1
33097.5 
33104.1
33127.5
33134.5
33306.0
33310.9
33447.4
33453.6
33656.6
33977.1 
33983.7
33185.2 
3A191.4
33097.4
33102.1
33128.7
33133.2
33304.4
3310.4
33448.3
33454.2
33621.
33655.9
33660.0
33831
339?T6.4
33984.4
34185.3
34190.7
IT*.
rrganir^rp rn t t t—
7 1
7 0
6 2
6 1
9
1
5 1
6 0 
2 2
4 1 
10 0 
10 0
1
4
0 - 0 . 
in ^
3020.37 33098.9 •K).9
QL 3019.99 33103
3017, 75 33127.6 -0.7
02 3017.28 33132.8
?X, 3004.82 33270.2 +0.1
3004.13 33277.8
?Z 3001.76 33304.1 -0.8
3001.34 33308.8
? l 2988.85 33448 -0.1
2968.32 33453.9
2986.34 33476.1 -0.2
(fe - —
ii 2973.45 33621.2 ♦1.1
2973.04 33625.8
?2 2970.48 33654.8 •K).5
2969.98 33660.4
PX 2958.86 33787 -0.7
ql - --
PJ2 2955.33 33827.3 +0.6
02 2954.92 33832.2
?X 2942.2 33978.3 0
2941.61 33985.1
?2 2924.4LV 34iai 4. 0-^
02 2923.83 34191.7
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Table lY contcL
Datta 1 JeTona
oirlj -? „-l I jf, T* cofl 0 - c.. in 9a
34675.8
34683.6
34676.9
34683.5
34664.1
34890.4
4 2 , 2  
0 1 , 1
2 3 , 3
4 2 , 2
7 1 , 0
3 2 , 1  
0 1 , 0  
0 2 , 1
PjL 2913.77
2913.2
?Z 2910.09
02 ~  
2900.22
ql -  
2896.29 
02 2895.74 
2882.84 
Ql 2882.3 
?1 2869.75 
2869.11 
2865.8 
02 65.31
?2 285^77 
02 285:^33
34309.8 
34316.5 
34353.
34470.1
34516.8
34523.4
34677.8
34684.4 
34836
34843.8 
34884 
34890 
35043.3 
35048
♦0.3
+0.3
♦1.1
iO.5
♦1.3
♦1.6
# oU  ^OuAijl ‘S. Js M l G,c3-!P~jbo'7veo4«
NI
5
I
%
I
I
I
I
I
I
UBtiSJLl
Isotopio diaplaoemsnts of 3200-2850A ^stem of SiCl.
■Oof S> of SiCl^f (-p'—p) obs. (s>->>) C5al
in caT^
1 V * «*- I t  *in om ft in cnT^ in em*^ .
54305 34309.8 Pi -4.8
^ 2 . 2 -5.134&11.5 34516.8 ?z -5.3
-  1 , X -3.134350 34353 *3 .0
34667.9** 34677.8 Pi -9 .91 . 0 -9.534874. 34884. P2 -9 .4
34825. 34836 Pi -u.o^ 2 , 1 -U.235022. 35043.3 Pg -U.3
* Observad by Jevons
2Observed by JJfttta
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haTing a larger dispii^ sion and higher resolution the Tibra> 
tional constants obtained here are expected to be more 
accurate than those known earlier.
The observed and calculated isotopic displace-
«
ments are listed in table TI»
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1. ff. JeTonst Proo. Roy. Soc. A. 106. 174, 1924.
2. A.C. Datta: Z. Phys. 2g, 486, 1932.
3. W. JeTons: Proo. Fbys. Soo. London, 43* 563, 1936.
SS>tC
4. S.N. Gaig. Proo. Nat. Aoad.>(Jndie^  23, 1950.
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The eleotronio term scheme and the stable electrotiio 
states of SiF, SiCl, SnCl and SnBr.
The electronic tern schema of the halides 
of silicon and tin is discussed, i^ lectron configura­
tions are tentatively assigned to the Tarious obserred 
electronic states of SiF» SiCl, SnCl and SnBr. The 
different stable electronic states of these molecules 
are listed along with their vibrational constants.
70
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The Known eleotronio states of Si?, SiCl 
SnCl and SnBr are listed in tables I-1? along with 
the Tibrational constants. The new eleotronio states 
discussed in chapters I, II and III are also included.
Though only the band systems of Sn81» SnBr and SiCl form 
the subject matter of this thesis, the details of the 
known data of Si? are also listed in table I of this 
Chapter. The Si? and SiCl molecules are the only molecules 
amot^ the halidfs of silicon and tin for which the rotation­
al analysis of soins of the obserred band systems hare been 
worked out and therefore the nature of the intolved electro­
nic states of those band systems is well understood.
The dissociation eneigies as calculated according 
to the fonoila De = are also listed in the tables I— IV. 
The Talues tbus obtained are not expected to give accurate 
dissociation energies of the states. They are just included 
to give an some idea of the magnitude of the dissociation 
energies inTolved. These values might however be off from 
the accurate values lay even as nuch as 50 percent. The 
probable dissociation products are not discussed here as it 
might not do any useful purpose to do that without knowing 
the dissociation energies with soias certainity.
The electronic tenas schemes of these different 
molecules are expected to be similar to one another. Aa an
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J ^  • T and u cr are aatllMinding. The eleetrona • v » 
p r  &ad S  are tboae probablf with appreciable bonding capaoltj.
XKS^ -
The Talues in the paranttieaes have iMen ealoulated with the aasuap- 
tion that per", a<raiiA have appreoiable boaditig capacity.
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Qxas^le one can talce up the SiCl molecule. The atondo
2 2 6 2 2 configuration of ailicon is 1b 2s 2p 3s 3p and that
of chlorine is Is^ 2s^ 2p^ 3s^ 3p^ . Of the different
2 2 2 5electrons the 3s 3p electrons of silicon and 3s 3p
of chlorine may be taken to represent outer 11 electrons
of the SiCl molecule.
Following iAillikeifs^ ’^ notation the lowest 
electronic configuration of the SiCl molecule in terms 
of the 11 outer electrons may be represented as
f  (y r f (x r f (wt7 f ^7 7
This configuration represents the configuration 
of the outer 11 electrons of the ground states of all these 
different uunchalides of silicon* tin ^carbon and gemftnium. 
for example in the case of SiCl <^ ) represents the 
bondit^ orbital of the type ( 3 ^ ‘"si ♦ and(yr)
rejnresents the antibonding orbital of the type
and (v7T) represent bonding and antibonding 
orbitals of the type (3p^ si +3p"cl,'^) and (3p'^si-3p 
^  % (xr) represents a bondir^ orbital of the type 
(3p<^  si +3p‘^cl,(T). ^
It may be noted that Johns and Barrow take the
s. 2. __ if-configuration of the lowest state as (z<r ) iyLc) (m")
(x<r )J^ 7T),Though for lighter molecules (w"^ ') has lower energy
than (x(T), it is expected that for the type of the molecules
that are being considered here,wir will have hi^er energy
1, 2than x(T. For molecules upto 06, wTTis known , to bo
Oj r.
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lower than X(T t while for mDleoules from NO onCwards 
iB higber than ?(T.
The different excited states that one gets from 
some of the different excited configurations are given in 
table V. Son» of these states can be expected to be 
repulsive. The ratio of bonding and anti'^ bonding electrons 
is given for each configuration. Assuming that the relative 
stabilities and therefore the vibrational frequencies of the 
different states are dependent upon this ratio, one can pro­
ceed to assign tentatively the electronic configuration to 
the different observed excited states of the molecule.
Such a procedure has been followed and the tentative assign­
ments of tne electronic configuration to the observed states 
are ^^ iven in table VI for a l l the molecules considered here.
One of the lowest excited configurations whidi gives 
a state is probably (*<r ) (yr ) (xr ) (w*") (vTT).
This may be expected to be the configuration of the^ t*' state 
designated as A in SiF and SnF. One cannot rule out thei *- 5.possibility of the configuration (*c-) (y<r ) (xr) (
(uc) being responsible for this state. However as the 
observed a; value of the A^ z:'*^ states in SiF is nuch lower 
than that of the corresponding ground state, it is expected 
that the configuration of the A^^^ state will have a 
smaller nuiiober of bonding electrons than the ground state.
(» <r ) <y cr ) (xr) (wt?) (v tt )T is therefore assigned to 
be state of SiF at 22858.4 cm.'^  The analogous state
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in SnF is at 20137.6 cm*^ . The same configuration gives 
also a state and therefore this configuration is also 
assigned to the low lyit^ states of SnCl and SnBr.
Z 2. zAnother alternative configuration (z<r ) (yer ) (x <r )
3 %( W7T) (▼ 77 ) could also be responsible for this ^
state and therefore this alternative is also included in
the table.
The B states of iiiF 3i01 and JnCl have
uuch lazier vibrational frequencies than the corresponding
ground state vibrational frequencies. The lowest electro-2.nic configuration which uisiy give such a state is (8 r ) 
(y<r- ) (x (T ) { ^ T r f  where (/^ <^ ) is taken to be
an excited orbital. For example in SiCl this will 
be of the type 4 s • The electronic configurations in­
volving such orbitals in Id etc. are known'^ '^ to 
give excited states with laiger vibrational frequencies 
than the ground state indicating that they have appre­
ciable bondii^ g capacity, c^ uch a configuration has been 
attributed by Johns and Barrow to the state of SiF
Aj0ct3O’>va.6£e.
which appears to bexroBponotfaTo. The B £ states of 
all tne molecules concerned in this chapter are thus 
attributed to the electron configuration of the type 
(*<r) (y^ “ ) (xcr) (W77 )c"’‘The corresponding B^ ET'*’ 
state of JnF lies at 34107.9®“* and that of SiBr at
33571.0 cm*^ . The B, D and H states of c>iF are taken 
aa i^dberg series by Johns and barrow, and tney are
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indicated as such in the table. Tne B and D states of 
3iCl ri&y also be probably taken as a ^ ydb£rg series. A
X 2configuration of the type (z  (T ) (y <r ) (x cr )
( W7T) (t? // J^ is probably reasonable to give the two /'
excited states of oiF( c' and d' ) having vibrational
frequencies nearer to one another but uuch lender than
vibrational frequency of the ground state. The observed "
state of onOl is probably analogous to the state
of SiF. The ^  state in SiGl which is designated as c '
and which has again a larger oo value than the ground state
2is probably due to a configuration of the type(s<r )
2. 2  ^
i y r )  ( x < r ) ( c j ' ^ ) ( S  )in which 5 ia bonding orbital.
The C state of iSiOl at 35530 cnT^ and the G state of
SiF if it is also a state may probably arise in the
a  i  a. ^configuration of the type (z ) (y<r ) (x c- ) (
(p(T^)» In iJiCl and JiF the pc"’* will probably be
like 4 p<r • The nature of the state of SiF is said to
be a questionable and therefore the assiei>nment also is
to be taken in the sazoe.manner.
The states of the new systems in SiCl, SnGl, 
and vSnBr have vibrational frequencies nearly equal to 
those of the ground states, while the upper states have 
low vibrational frequencies. This suggests that the lower 
states of the new systems have probably the same nuiober 
of bonding electrons as the ground state while the upper 
states will have a smaller nuoiber. The new systems, if
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they are due to then be beoau^ se of a
transition of the type^
(* <r f (y <r (x <r ) { o t t ) («<r )*- --
(a 0- f  (y<r )’'(x<r f ( oTT-fcuir) ij.*
The new states are designated as 4" and a"' 
in tne tables. The letter designationii (ABO etc.) of 
all tee different states of oiF are the sauie as thoue
^ *Zused by Johns and i^row * • The analogous states in
the different molecules considered here are designated //aby saioe letters.
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